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Cross Section Analysis Design 

What's New In Cross Section Analysis Design?

The purpose of Cross Section Analysis & Design (CSAD) is to allow you to perform extensive calculations and generate output files for the cross section analysis of reinforced concrete. The application can be used to calculate and display cross section mechanical properties as well as for analysis of the interaction between two or more cross sections. Cross Section Analysis & Design provides an easy to use graphical user interface to
perform many basic as well as advanced calculations and provide cross section interaction analysis. You can simply click on the cross section areas and the detailed properties of each element will be displayed on the right hand side. Features: * Cross section section view as well as the axial and bending load cases * Cross section interaction - ability to specify any two cross sections and perform interaction analysis of the resulting elements
* Supports AASHTO D40 code with all versions of the materials catalogs * Supports ACI 318 and UBC * Support for all major reinforced concrete codes including AASHTO D 40, ACI 318, and BS 8110 * Support for and interpretation of the Reinforced Concrete Regulation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if ULS is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if B=24 is selected in
the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if the all reinforcement are taken into account * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if all the reinforcement are taken into account and B=24 * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if C=3 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if C=3 and B=24 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the
rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 and B=24 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 and C=3 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 and C=3 and B=24 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if
E=1/3 and C=3 and B=24 and G=1/10 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 and C=3 and B=24 and G=1/10 and H=1/2 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 and C=3 and B=24 and G=1/10 and H=1/2 and V=1/20 is selected in the calculation * Option to use the rectangular strength distribution if E=1/3 and C=3 and B=24 and
G=1/10 and H=1/2 and V=1/20 and K=1
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System Requirements:

Windows: MAC: SteamOS: Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista Service Pack 2, Windows 7, or Windows 8 A copy of Radial-Gauge installed on a computer running the latest versions of Windows operating system. Mac OS X 10.7.5 or later 8 GB hard disk space or more DirectX 9 or later driver for your video card OS: Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista Service Pack 2, Windows
7, or
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